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This profile is from the QRIS Compendium, a comprehensive resource for information on all QRIS operating in the United States and its Territories. It was developed by an association of the BUILD Initiative, the Collaborative Early Learning Challenge, and Child Trends. The absence of a designated assignment for a QRIS forced the North
Carolina Division of Child Development to expand its existing licensing system to implement its QRIS as a star-classified license. Existing systems and processes (license monitoring, staff qualification verification, automation, and website) were reviewed to determine how to expand or review them to include on-site evaluation of child care
programs. Automation helped licensing personnel manage oversight of expanded regulations for qualifications. Agency staff managing the voluntary credentialing process and trainer approval were redirected to the new simplified assessments of staff qualifications. North Carolina found it more effective to integrate QRIS into the existing
licensing process than to create new positions or units that worked only in the grading system. Using redirected quality funds, the state contracted with a university to complete environmental rating scale (ERS) assessments to ensure its objectivity. Cost savings were achieved by conducting comprehensive rating assessments, including
the ERS, once every 3 years unless a program fails its annual monitoring of grade maintenance. Additional cost savings were achieved by putting some limitations on ERS assessments, only one-third of classrooms and programs that could meet the other three-star standards were evaluated. North Carolina considered that the success of
its star rating licensing system would be shown through high participation rates resulting from consumer demand and a sense of ownership of the system by suppliers. The state created a low-cost, high-impact marketing campaign with the following activities: Used the website to keep providers and parents informed Developed a webbased tool that allowed parents to seek child care by qualification and provided them with detailed information about the Distributed Thousands of Posters program, in English and Spanish , with engaging images and simple statements such as, Is your child cared for as large as your child?—Demand the stars Materials distributed in the
classified license, including business cards and postcards with the web address; distribution was through local partners such as Smart Start, Child Care and Referral Resource Agencies, Health Departments, Social Services Departments, Libraries, Business Human Resources Offices, and Obstetrician and Pediatric Offices Participated in
Partner-Sponsored Star Meetings for Providers to give them the opportunity to learn about QRIS and begin the application process Gave providers press release templates along with their Star license to stop they find it easy to send information to their local newspapers; organized so that local partners, on an ongoing basis during the first
year, organized local media events when a group of programs in their area received their Organized Star ratings for the Governor to visit the first program to receive 15 out of 15 points and provide additional press coverage for this achievement Monthly Letters distributed to lawmakers who listed programs in their area who had obtained
the Star license and a template for submitting a letter of congratulations to the North Carolina program reviewed the status of its existing early childhood system, including licensing standards, technical assistance, quality support, subsidy and reimbursement policy, workforce situation, and available databases. The state's goal was to
develop a QRIS that included specific research and state-specific requirements and standards that providers could understand, achieve, and monitor. The state achieved this goal by setting the following goals for Star-rated licensing standards: They must be understandable to suppliers and the public: providers can explain how they
document compliance with each standard, and the public knows what ratings mean and how they are achieved. They must be achievable: programs can meet the standard at some level; for example, a workforce analysis indicated that a significant number of providers had obtained additional education in the form of early childhood
credential, and there was a scholarship fund to meet the demand for additional education required by the standards. They should be based on research: there is some research to show the connection of the standard with higher quality programs (e.g. teacher proportions and education). They should be feasible to monitor: standards can
be evaluated objectively, in a timely manner and with available resources. For more than 15 years, the North Carolina Institute for Child Development Professionals (formerly the North Carolina Institute for Early Childhood Professional Development) worked to develop a state-level professional development system. The system was based
on research linking children's outcomes to the professional development of teachers and principals. North Carolina's professional development system worked to ensure the accessibility, availability, and affordability of educational offerings, as well as their applicability to the work of early care and education programs. The state's 58
community colleges offered programs for an associate's degree in early childhood that included articulation with many of its 4-year colleges and universities. Financial support for professional development was available through T.E.A.C.H. (Teacher Education and Compensation Helps) scholarships, which were first developed in North
Carolina. Wage supplements were available through a WAGE$ WAGE$ based on the level of education achieved. The Institute's last effort was early childhood certification, a professional certification system. North Carolina's investments in its professional development system became the basis of its QRIS and helped support the highest
staff qualification requirements at QRIS. North Carolina's Division of Child Development and Early Education collected data for many years to monitor the Star Qualified Licensing system process and used this data to guide reviews in the system. Initially, the results of environmental rating scale (ERS) assessments showed significantly
lower scores in infant/toddler ERS than in other classroom assessments. To address this concern, the state developed a short-term technical assistance project focused on providing child care health consultants to programs and a long-term technical assistance project that involved the addition of baby and toddler specialists to child care
referral and resource agencies (CCR&amp;R). School-age specialists and behavioral specialists were also added to CCR&amp;R agencies to help with program improvements. Supplier guidance to the RSR was also added to the system. Similarly, when data indicated that the licensing standard in QRIS was not linked to statistically
significant differences in quality, this qualification standard was removed from QRIS. October 19, 2020 Staff Writers Preparing for College before the first day creates new students for success. Starting college can be overwhelming, even for students who have taken college-level classes in the past. Know... Fayetteville Things To Do
Fayetteville combines the historic charm of a small town with a creative vision that encompasses the performing and visual arts. It is also home to Ft. Bragg, one of the largest army facilities in the country. Here are some tips from other travelers on things to do in Fayetteville. Downtown Fayetteville Architecture Downtown may be just one
of Fayetteville's nine carefully preserved architectural districts, but it's the perfect place to enjoy a casual walk of architecture and marvel at the beautiful old houses and churches (and beautiful stained glass windows). A must-see is the former Market House, one of 50 national attractions in the state. The Museum of Airborne Special
Operations &amp; Special Operation Fayetteville is home to Ft. Bragg and the 82nd Airborne Division. The Airborne Special Operations Museum &amp; ft. Bragg brings life to the heroic exploits of soldiers. The museum tells the story of the 82nd Airborne Division from 1917 to the present day. An exclusive motion simulator shows modern
airborne troops in action, and is an educational and moving experience for visitors of all ages and interests. You can spend several hours looking at the screens. The Great Outdoors The Cape Fear River Trail is a paved paved trail Cape Fear River from Clark Park to Jordan Soccer Complex. The trail is part of the East Coast Greenway
stretching from Florida to Maine, with a four-mile stretch in Fayetteville. Despite being an urban trail, it passes through marshy areas and mixed wood and pine forests and supports a great diversity of plants and wildlife. There are also several bridges, including a covered bridge that passes under a rail trot. Cape Fear Botanical Gardens is
a private garden founded by gardening enthusiasts in the Fayetteville area. The gardens are separated into two parts: cultivated and not. The cultivated section has several different gardens, such as the Shade Garden, with shade-friendly plants as hostesses, and the Butterfly Stroll, with plants that attract butterflies. The un grown section
features some trails leading through a forest of floodplains along the Cape Fear River and Cross Creek. The Fayetteville Museum of Art has a nice pond where you can feed the ducks and enjoy the short walking trail. Admission is free, but donations are accepted. Adventure If you're in the mood for horseback riding, head to the Ft. Bragg
Riding Stables. You have to call ahead to schedule an hour for the 45-minute guided tour. There are several sessions during the day; arrive 20 minutes before your scheduled tour. The stables also offer open walks and hay walks. Editor's Note: The information on this page was compiled using real traveler reviews on things to do in
Fayetteville. We select everything we recommend by hand and select articles through tests and reviews. Some products are shipped to us for free without any incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our unbiased opinions and do not accept compensation for reviewing products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the
time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Airfares $ airfare $ airfare $ airfares $ GlobalTravel.com vacation $299+ hotel GlobalTravel.com $299+ MSC Cruise $99+ $99+
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